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AUSTRAL SUMMER
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Abstract
Acoustic and net sampling surveys for krill were conducted in the krill
fishing ground north of the South Shetland Islands from 18 January to
3 February 1991. Distinct offshore-inshore heterogeneities in
abundance and maturity of krill were observed. The survey area was
divided into four zones: oceanic, slope frontal, neritic and nearshore
zones. The mean density of kriU was low in the oceanic zone
(8.5 g/m 2), intermediate in the frontal (37.3 g/m2) and neritic
(28.1 g/m2) zones, and extremely high in the nearshore zone
(134.7 g/m2). The last zone corresponds to the shelf break: or the shelf
area where topographic eddies were generated, suggesting that
hydrodynamic convergence might be responsible for accumulation of
kriU in this zone. The total biomass over the survey area was estimated
to be 1.59±0.45 million tonnes (95% confidence limit), of which
1.22±O.42 million tonnes was concentrated in the fishing ground
(frontal + neritic + nearshore zones). Information from other studies
indicated that krill biomass in this region had been lower than expected
until early February 1991. As for maturity stages of kriU, spawning
krill (modal body length 49 mm) were dominant in the oceanic and
frontal zones, whereas less mature krill (modal length 45 mm)
dominated in the neritic and nearshore zones. Juveniles, which were
scarce in the survey described, were found restricted mainly to the
nearshore zone. Gravid females were exceedingly abundant in the slope
frontal zone, having a mean density of 23.9 g/m2 (411 000 tonnes), as
contrasted with a low 3.7 g/m2 (163000 tonnes) in the oceanic zone.
Gravid females were nearly absent in the neritic and nearshore zones.
This indicates that slope frontal features may be important for the
formation of favourable conditions for kriU spawning.
Resume
Des campagnes d'evaluation du kriU par methode acoustique et par
echantiUonnage au filet ont ete menees dans le lieu de peche de kriU
situe au nord des iles Shetland du Sud du 18 janvier au 3 fevrier 1991.
Une heterogeneite distincte est apparue en matiere d'abondance et de
maturite du krill entre le large et la cote. L'aire consideree a ete divisee
en quatre zones: la zone oceanique, celle du bord de la pente, la zone
neritique et la zone proche de la cote. La densite moyenne du krill etait
faible dans la zone oceanique (8,5 g/m2), intermeruaire dans les zones
frontale (37,3 g/m2) et neriti~ue (28,1 g/m2) et extremement haute dans
la zone cotiere (134,7 g/m). Cette derniere zone correspond a la
bordure du plateau ou a la region du plateau d'ou provenaient les
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tourbillons topographiques, ce qui laisse entendre que la convergence
hydrodynamique pourrait etre responsable de l'accumulation du krill
dans cette zone. La biomasse totale de la zone consideree aete estimee
a 1,59 ± 0,45 million de tonnes (intervalle de confiance de 95%), dont
1,22 ± 0,42 million de tonnes etaient concentrees dans le lieu de peche
(zones frontale + neritique + cotiere). Des informations proven ant
d'autres etudes indiquaient qu'avant debut fevrier 1991, la biomasse de
krill avait ete plus faible qu'on aurait pu s'y attendre dans cette region.
En ce qui conceme les stades de maturite du krill, le krill reproducteur
(longueur modale du corps, 49 mm) etait predominant dans les zones
oceanique et frontale, alors que le krill a un stade de maturite moins
avance (longueur modale, 45 mm) dominait dans les zones neritique et
cotiere. Les juveniles, rares dans la campagne d'evaluation decrite,
etaient generalement restreints ala zone cotiere. Les femelles gravides
de la zone du bord de la pente, d'une den site moyenne de 23,9 g/m2
(411 000 tonnes), etaient extremement abondantes par rapport ala faible
den site de 3,7 g/m2 (163000 tonnes) observee dans la zone oceanique.
Les femelles gravides etaient pratiquement absentes des zones neritique
et cotiere. Ceci met en evidence l'importance potentielle des
caracteristiques du bord de la pente dans la formation de conditions
favorables ala reproduction du kril1.
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Resumen
Del 18 de enero al 3 de febrero de 1991 se realizaron prospecciones
acusticas y de muestreo mediante redes en la zona de pesca de kril al
norte del archipielago de las Shetland del Sur. Se observaron claras
diferencias en la abundancia y madurez del kri! entre las aguas de alta
mar y las cercanas a la costa. El area de estudio se dividi6 en cuatro
zonas: oceanica, talud frontal, neritica y cercana a la costa. La densidad
media del kril fue baja en la zona oceanic a (8.5 g/m2), intermedia en la
zona frontal (37.3 g/m2) y nerftica (28.1 g/m2), y extremadamente alta
cerca de la costa (134.7 g/m2). La ultima zona corresponde al horde de
la plataforma continental 0 al area de la plataforma en donde se generan
remolinos por accidentes topognificos, 10 que sugiere que la
convergencia hidrodimimica puede ser la causa de que el kril se acumule
en esta zona. La biomasa total sobre el area estudiada se estim6 en
1.59 ± 0.45 millones de toneladas (Hmite de confianza del 95%), de la
cual 1.22 ± 0.42 millones de toneladas se concentraron en la zonas de
pesca (frontal + nerftica + cercana a la costa). Segun la informaci6n
que se tenia de esta zona, de otros estudios realizados, la biomasa de kril
fue menor de 10 previsto hasta principios de febrero de 1991. En 10 que
respecta a los estados de madurez del kril, predomin6 el kril en desove
(longitud modal de 49 mm) en las zonas oceanica y frontal, mientras
que el kril menos maduro (longitud modal de 45 mm) predomin6 en las
zonas nerftica y cercana a la costa. Los juveniles, que resultaron escasos
en la prospecci6n estudiada, se limitaron a la zona cercana a la costa. Se
encontr6 una gran cantidad de hem bras gravidas en la zona del talud
frontal con una densidad media de 23.9 g/m2 (411 000 toneladas),
comparado con una baja densidad (3.7 g/m2) en la zona oceanica
(163000 toneladas). Casi no se encontraron hembras gravidas en las
zonas nerftica y cercana a la costa. Esto supone que las caracterfsticas
del talud frontal podrfan ser importantes en la formaci6n de condiciones
favorables para el desove del kril.

1.

IN1RODUCTION

The Antarctic Peninsula region is known as a region rich in krill and has been actively
studied. Siegel (1988) has provided the following information on the distribution and
abundance of krill in this region: "In spring, as the pack ice retreats, krill abundance increases.
In late December to early January it reaches its highest levels which last until the beginning of
March. Interestingly, the krill stock shows a distinct spatial segregation in the maturity stages
during the spawning season. Gravid and spawning adults occur along the continental slope and
in oceanic waters, while nearer to the coast subadult krill dominate and juveniles are confined to
coastal shelf waters."
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In the Antarctic Peninsula region the krill fishing has regularly been conducted in the
waters north of the South Shetland Islands, which corresponds to spawning and feeding
grounds for adult and subadult krill (e.g., Siegel, 1988). As this area potentially overlaps with
foraging grounds for krill-dependent predators during summer it has now become one of the
"hot-spots". This paper presents information on biomass estimates and stock structure of krill
in this fishing area during the 1990/91 summer, and also discusses mechanisms for the
formation of persistent concentrations of krill by examining the relationship between the pattern
of krill distribution and oceanographic structure.
2.

MA1ERIALS AND METHODS

The cruise of RV Kaiyo Maru was conducted in two stages (Ichii et al., 1991), although
this paper deals only with research activities of the second leg. Leg 2 covered the waters from
the north of Elephant Island to the north of Livingston Island from 18 January to 3 February
1991 (Figure 1). Transects ran in an offshore-inshore direction with 20 n miles between the
transects. A zig-zag transect pattern in the offshore region of Livingston Island was caused by
weather conditions which hampered operations. The cruise tracks running along the coast
corresponded to the depth contour of approximately 150 m.
2.1

Oceanographic Observation

Oceanographic data were collected using a Sea-Bird SBE-19 CTD. CTD station depths
were down to 1 000 m or closer to the sea bottom in shallower water.
For the study of subsurface current patterns around the islands, four drifting buoys
(model C-2243, TOYOCOM, Japan) were released and tracked using the ARGOS system carried
on TIROS-N and NOAA-A satellites. Typically, twelve locations per day were recorded for each
buoy with an accuracy less than several hundred metres. From the 1987/88 survey krill were
reported to be most abundant over the depth range of 30 to 40 m in this region (Anon., 1989).
Therefore each buoy was deployed with a curtain drogue (4 m x 1 m) at 30 m depth to assess
this subsurface circulation.
2.2

Hydroacoustic Survey

The echo sounder used was an FQ-50 with a digital integrator (Furuno Electric, Japan)
operating at 200 kHz. The operating parameters of the acoustic system are summarised in Table
1. Throughout the survey period, excluding time spent on stations and towing sampling nets,
the Mean Volume Back-Scattering Strength was continuously measured at the constant
horizontal integration interval of 1 n mile for the depth range of 10 to 200 m or 10 m to bottom
if shallower. The top depth of integration (10 m) was changed sometimes to 20 m to avoid
surface noise. The target strength of krill used as a default value was -66.1 dB per 1 g wet
weight of kriU (Shimadzu et al., 1989). The actual length compositions of krill during the
current survey were fairly close to the length composition derived from target strength
measurements.
The echo-integrator was calibrated with a hydrophone at the port of Tokyo before
(29 October 1990) and after (26 March 1991) the cruise. Two calibration experiments showed

little reduction in source level and receiving sensitivity.
2.3

Net Sampling

Samples of krill were collected by a rectangular frame trawl (the Kaiyo Maru Midwater
Trawl (KYMT», which has a mouth area of 9 m2 and mesh size of 3.4 mm. The trawl was towed
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obliquely from a depth of about 100 m to the surface at a speed of about 3 knots, at
pre-determined fixed locations (blind tows). When a dense swarm of krill was detected
acoustically, the KYMT was towed horizontally at swann depth (aimed tows).
A sample from each haul was preserved in a 10% (buffered) formalin-seawater solution
for later examination in the laboratory ashore. 150 individuals of krill were randomly selected
from each sample for measurement of body length and determination of maturity stage; all
individuals were analysed for small catches of :S;150 kriU. Body length was measured to the
nearest millimetre from the tip of the rostrum to the end of the telson. All measurements were
carried out by a single observer to avoid methodologically biased differences in length
frequency data (Watkins et al., 1985). Maturity stages were identified according to the
classifications of Makarov and Denys (1981). The size and maturity stage compositions from
each sample were weighted by their respective mean density, estimated acoustically over
10 n miles along the transect near its respective sampling station before being pooled.
3.

RESULTS

3.1

Oceanographic Features

Figure 2 shows horizontal salinity distribution at 10 m depth. Three different regions
were clearly distinguished: the oceanic (deeper than approximately 3 000 m), slope frontal
("" 500 to 3 000 m depth) and inshore ("" 150 to 500 m) region (Figure 3). The frontal region,
known as CBW (Continental Boundary Waters), is characterised by a relatively sharp increase in
salinity towards the south (from 33.7 to 34.2 %0) and is restricted to a band along the island
shelf slope.
The tracks of four buoys demonstrated subsurface current patterns in each region
(Figure 4). In the oceanic region buoy 1 moved continuously towards the northeast on
meandering and eddying currents, reaching as far as the South Georgia region, and then became
trapped in the shelf break area west of South Georgia. In the frontal region buoys 2 and 3
drifted eastward at first, then became entrained in the inshore waters adjacent to Elephant and
Livingston/King George Islands, respectively. These buoys demonstrated the existence of
complex eddies along the shelf break or on the shelf to the north of South Shetland Island.
Buoy 4 was deployed in the inshore region and became entrained in an erratically rotating
current along the shelf break, before becoming trapped in Barclay Bay on the northern side of
Livingston Island. Thus, all the buoys exhibited a distinct tendency to be trapped in
topographical complex eddies generated along the shelf break or on the shelf.
3.2

Hydroacoustic SUlVeys
3.2.1

Stratification of SUlVey Region

Figure 5 shows the distribution of krill density along the transects. Krill density tended
to decrease oceanward. In the oceanic region only occasional occurrences of dispersed
aggregations were observed, while in the frontal region dispersed aggregations or small swarms
were frequently detected. The inshore region was characterised by large and dense swarms
concentrated along the shelf breaks or on the shelf where topographical eddies were generated.
In order to reduce the variance in the biomass estimate for the inshore region, this region was
divided into two zones: neritic and nearshore (Figure 6). The latter zone was defined as narrow
bands along the 150 m depth contour where krill were frequently concentrated. The width of the
nearshore zone was assumed to be 3 n miles because the area of high density appeared to be
formed at least over this width along the coast. Consequently, for the estimation of total krill
biomass over the survey region, this area was divided into four zones: oceanic, slope frontal,
neritic and nearshore.
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3.2.2

Day/Night Differences in Krill Density

Because of krill' s tendency to migrate at night towards the surface, where they can be
undetectable acoustically, the difference in overall mean density between day and night was
checked using pooled data (densities over integration intervals) for each zone. Day and night
densities were 7.9 and 10.7 g/m2; 37.2 and 40.0 g/m2; 25.7 and 39.7 g/m2; and 165.0 and
72.6 g1m2 in the oceanic, frontal, neritic and nearshore zones, respectively. Since no significant
day/night difference in mean density was observed for each zone, all day- and night-time data
were combined for subsequent analyses.
3.2.3

Estimation of Mean Density and Biomass

Mean density and sampling variance were estimated using a transect-based method
adopted at the second post-FIBEX acoustic workshop (Anon., 1986). This method assumes that
the transect means are independent, that the regression of expected number of animals on
transect length should pass through the origin, and that the variance of the number of animals is
proportional to transect length.
Mean density (g1m2) for each zone, the variance (Var) of the mean and 95% confidence
limits (CL) about the mean were calculated from:

CL(di) = ± t (Ni -1,0.05)~Var(di)
where

= mean density for i-th zone
mean density for k-th transect in i-th zone
= length of k-th transect in i-th zone
= number of transects in i-th zone

di

=

dik

Lik

Ni

t(Jl,

a)

=

student's t-distribution with Jl degrees of freedom and proportion a in both
tails.

Biomass (tonnes) for each zone, the variance and 95% confidence limits of the biomass
were given by:

Var(Bi) =

A/Var(di),

CL(Bi) = ± t(N i -1,0.05)~Var(Bi)
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where

BiAi

= biomass for i-th zone

=

area for i-th zone.

The total biomass (B t ) for an area consisting of M zones, and the variance of the total
biomass were computed as the sum of the zonal biomass

(~Bi J and variance (~var(BdJ'
l=1

l=1

respectively. 95% confidence limits of the total biomass were estimated from:

CL(B,l = ± t{:ENi - M.O.OS)

var(~Bj J(Mackett. 1973).

The estimates of mean density and biomass for each zone are shown in Table 2. The
mean density was as high as 135.1 g/m2 in the nearshore zone, while only 8.5 g/m2 in the
oceanic zone, with intermediate values of 37.3 and 28.1 g/m2 in the frontal and neritic zones,
respectively. The coefficient of variation (CV) was higher in the nearshore zone (33%) than
other zones (24 to 26%) due to the extremely patchy distribution of krill and the smaller number
of transects in this zone. The total biomass over the survey region was estimated to be
1.59±0.45 million tonnes (95% confidence limit), of which 1.22±0.42 million tonnes was
concentrated in the areas of fishery operation ("frontal" + "neritic" + "nearshore"). A
statistically valid CV (14%) was obtained for the total biomass.
3.2.4

Spatial Distribution of Lengths and Maturity Stages ofKrill

The krill stock showed a distinct offshore-inshore separation in size and maturity classes
(Figure 7). Large krill (modal length 49 mm) were dominant in the oceanic and slope frontal
zones, whereas medium-sized krill (modal length 45 mm) dominated in the neritic and nearshore
zones. Small krill (modal length 30 mm) were scarce except in the nearshore zone where they
represent about 30% of the stock. According to the growth curve for krill (Siegel, 1987), length
modes of 45 mm and 30 mm correspond approximately to ages 3+ and 1+ years respectively.
The 49 mm length mode is possibly composed of mostly age 4+ and older, considering the
clear difference in maturity stages between krill with modal lengths of 49 and 45 mm (Figure 7).
All krill were at the spawning stage in the oceanic and frontal zones. Almost all females
were gravid (stage IIID) and all males had fully developed spermatophores (IIIB). On the other
hand, krill were less mature in the neritic and nearshore zones: females were not gravid (lIIBC),
and a large component (35 to 45%) of males were immature (lIA1-IIA3). Juveniles were
generally restricted to the nearshore zone where they constituted 27% of the stock. The
percentages of gravid females in the population were 43%,64%,4% and 3% in the oceanic,
slope frontal, neritic and nearshore zones respectively. Multiplying the mean densities of kriU
by these percentages, :tp.ean densities of gravid specimens were calculated to be extremely high
in the slope frontal zone (23.9 g/m2), as contrasted with the lower values (3.7 g/m2) in the
oceanic zone, while such krill were virtually absent from the neritic and nearshore zones
(Table 3). Gravid biomass amounted to 594 000 tonnes over the survey region, of which as
much as 411 000 tonnes was concentrated in the slope frontal zone.
4.

DISCUSSION

The present study divided the inshore region into the two zones ("neritic" and
"nearshore"). This clearly reduced the coefficient of variation of the biomass estimate for the
inshore region (from 38% to 21 %), with only a small change in the biomass estimate (decrease
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by 10%). Since the inshore region showed great spatial variability in krill abundance, the
number of transects should be increased (e.g., by setting cruise tracks diagonally across depth
contours) to obtain more reliable estimates.
Krill density and biomass in the 1990/91 season for this region were at lower levels until
early February, approaching normal levels from mid-February onward (AMLR, 1991). This low
density in early summer influenced krill-eating predators at Seal Island: 20% decline in the
number of penguins occupying nests compared to last season, and longer feeding trips of
Antarctic fur seals in early January (five to nine days) compared to late February (one to three
days) (AMLR, 1991). Ichii et al. (1991) also reported that the density at the localised fishing
ground north of Livingston Island was approximately less than half of that three years ago
(149 g/m2 in 3 February 1991 vs 342 g/m2 in 21 January 1988). Later in this season (late
February to early March) krill biomass in the Elephant Island region was estimated to be as
much as 2.12 million tonnes, the same level as in the previous season (AMLR, 1991). Hence, the
estimate of total krill biomass obtained in this study should be regarded not as an
underestimation but as a true reflection of lower biomass at the end of January in the 1990/91
season.
The krin stock showed distinct offshore-inshore heterogeneities in abundance and
biological characteristics, which evidently resulted from both biological and hydrographic
factors:
(i)

low values of ChI a were observed in the oceanic zone compared to the other three
zones during the survey (Ichii et aI., 1991). This implies that the least favourable
feeding environment might be responsible for the lower krill density in this zone;

(ii)

the krill spawning stock distribution was closely associated with the slope frontal
zone, indicating that krill use this zone as spawning grounds. In the Indian Ocean
sector a spawning ground appeared to coincide with the continental slope front
region (Ichii, 1990). The slope region is favourable for spawning for the following
reasons. Firstly, spawning must be much more successful in deeper waters (the
frontal and oceanic zones) than in the shallow coastal region (the neritic and
nearshore zones) because in the shallow region sinking krill eggs would soon
reach the seabed and become exposed to predation by benthic animals, resulting in
a lower survival rate. Secondly, comparing the two deeper zones (slope frontal and
oceanic) the former zone may be more favourable in that the upwelling deep water
may assist upward movement of early larval stage kriU (Marr, 1962) and that the
higher phytoplankton concentration may provide a better feeding environment for
spawning krill;

(iii)

the neritic and nearshore zones are characterised by sluggish circulation around the
islands. Areas of dense krill concentration tended to coincide with the shelf break
or be on the shelf, where topographic convergent eddies were generated. The
hydrodynamic convergence, therefore, might be responsible for aggregating krill
into the nearshore zone. This mechanical accumulation might also cause the
frequent occurrence of juveniles, which are poorer swimmers than adults, in this
zone.

Krill trawlers which had been operating over the frontal, neritic and nearshore zones
during the study period operated only in the last two zones by the end of February, 1991. Postspawned krill were observed in their catches (Kawaguchi, personal communication). Siege1
(1988) and Brinton (1991) suggested that, after spawning, adult kri11leave the oceanic and
frontal zones where larvae occur at that time in surface waters, and migrate into the neritic and
nearshore zones. It is therefore considered that toward the end of the spawning season more
and more post-reproductive krill were moving into the neritic and nearshore zones, probably
leading to a considerable part of the krill biomass aggregating in those zones.
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Table 1:

Operating parameters of the echo sounder Furuno FQ-50.
Frequency
Equivalent beam width
Pulse duration
Depth range
Depth channel
Integration interval
Attenuator
Threshold

200kHz
0.007 sr
1.8 ms
oto 200 m
10* to 200 m (9 channels)
I n mile
20 dB
15 dB
2010gR
78.9 dB

'!VG

Gain constant

* The top depth integration was changed to a maximum of 20 m when the sea was rough.

Table 2:

Mean density and biomass of kriU in each zone.

Area
(103km2)

Zone

Oceanic
Frontal
Neritic
Nearshore
Total

44.0
17.2
10.3
2.1
73.6

Mean Density
(g/m2)

Biomass
(103 tonnes)

E

v*

CL

E

8.5
37.3
28.1
135.1

4.2
91.5
47.3
2020.6

4.7
21.6
15.9
124.8

374
642
289
284
1589

v**

cv
%

n

24
26
24
33
14

10
10
9
5
34

CL

8131 204
27069 372
5018 163
8911 262
49129 453

E - Mean, V - Variance, CL - 95% confidence limit, CV - coefficient of variation, n - number of
transects, * g2/m4, ** 106 tonnes.

Table 3:
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Mean density and biomass of gravid krill in each zone.
Zone

% of Gravid Krill
in the Population

Mean Density
(g/m2)

Biomass
(103 tonnes)

Oceanic
Frontal
Neritic
Nearshore
Total

43
64
4
3
37

3.7
23.9
1.1
4.1

163
411
11
9
594

Peninsula

Figure 1:

Cruise track and stations off the South Shetland Islands.
o
•
~

A

CfD stations
CfD and KYMT (blind tow) stations

KYMT (aimed tow) station
CfD and KYMT (aimed tow) stations

54°W

18 Jan. - 3 Feb. 1991

R/V KAIYO MARU

Figure 2:

Distribution of salinity at 10 m depth.
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Figure 3:

Bathymetric chart around the South Shetland Islands. Depth in metres. Shaded
area indicates the slope frontal zone.

0: Deployment of
Argos buoy

George I .

.,-.
~

.. ~Antarctic Peninsula

Figure 4:
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Subsurface (30 to 35 m depth) circulation derived from the paths of four
satellite-tracked buoys. Shaded area indicates the slope frontal zone.
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Figure 5:

Mean densities of krill per n mile of the transect. Shaded area indicates the slope
frontal zone.

Figure 6:

Stratification of the survey area and transects for each zone. The nearshore zone is
defined as 3-n mile wide belts along the 150 m depth contour. Cruise tracks along
these narrow belts were used as transects for the nearshore zone.
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Length and maturity compositions of laill by zones.
Left: solid bars indicate krilllarger than 50 mm
Right: bold dotted, shaded and solid bars indicate juveniles, subadult males and
gravid females, respectively.

Legendes des tableaux
Tableau 1:

Parametres relatifs al'operation de l'echosondeur Furuno FQ-50.

Tableau 2:

Densite et biomasse moyennes du kriU de chaque zone.

Tableau 3:

Densite et biomasse moyennes du krill gravide de chaque zone.
Ugendes des figures

Figure 1:

Trajet de la campagne et stations au large des iles Shetland du Sud.
o
stations de CID
•
stations de CID et KYMT (chalutage non controle)
station de KYMT (trait dirige)
Il
•
stations de CID et KYMT (trait dirige)

Figure 2:

Distribution de la salinite a 10 m de profondeur.

Figure 3:

Carte de bathymetrie des environs des iles Shetland du Sud. Profondeur en
metres. La partie hachuree correspond ala zone du bord de la pente.

Figure 4:

Courants sous la surface (a une profondeur de 30 a35 m) derives des trajets de
quatre bouees suivies par satellite. La partie hachuree indique la zone du bord
de lapente.

Figure 5:

Densites moyennes du kriU par mille n. du transect. La partie hachuree
correspond ala zone du bord de la pente.

Figure 6:

Stratification de la zone d'etude et des transects pour chaque zone. La zone
proche de la cote est definie comme etant formee de ceintures de 3 milles n de
large le long de la courbe de niveau de 150 m environ. Les trajets de la
campagne le long de ces ceintures etroites ont servi de transects pour la zone
proche de la cote.

Figure 7:

Composition en longueurs et en fonction de la maturite du krill par zones.
A gauche: les barres pleines correspondent au kriU de taille
superieure a50 mm
A droite :
les barres en caracteres gras pointillees, hachurees ou
pleines correspondent respectivement aux juveniles, aux
males subadultes et aux femelles gravides.
CnHCOK Ta6JIHL\
Pa60lme napaMeTpbl ;)XOJIOTa <I>YPYHO

FQ-50.

Cpe,l(H5I5I nJlOTHOCTb H 6HOMacca KPHJl5I B Ka:>K,l(oti 30He.
Cpe,l(H5I5I nJlOTHOCTb H 6HOMacca HKp5IHOrO KPHJl5I B Ka:>K,l(oti 30He.
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Figura 1:
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Derrota del crucero y estaciones a la altura del archipielado de las Shetand del
Sur.
o
estaciones CID
•
estaciones CID y KYMT (arrastre sin blanco definido)
~
estaci6n KYMT (arrastre dirigido a ciertas especies)
..
estaciones CID y KYMT (arrastre dirigido a ciertas especies)

Figura2:

Distribuci6n de salinidad a una profundidad de 10 m.

Figura 3:

Mapa batimetrico de la zona alrededor del archipielado de las Shetand del Sur.
La profundidad se da en metros. Las areas sombreadas indican la zona frontal
de la pendiente.

Figura4:

Circulaci6n submarina (profundidad de 30 a 35 m) obtenida de las trayectorias
de cuatro boyas rastreadas por satelite. Las areas sombreadas indican la zona
frontal de la pendiente.

Figura 5:

Densidades medias del kril calculadas por milla marina del transecto. Las areas
sombreadas indican la zona frontal de la pendiente.

Figura6:

Estratificaci6n de la zona de estudio y transectos para cada zona. La zona cerca
de la costa se define como la franja de 3 mil1as marinas de ancho a 10 largo del
estrato de profundidad de 150 m. Las derrotas a 10 largo de estas estrechas
fajas se utilizaron como transectos para la zona cerca de la costa.

Figura 7:

Composici6n por tal1a y madurez del kril por zonas.
Izquierda: las barras s6lidas representan al kril superior a los 50 mm
Derecha: las barras de puntos (en negrita), sombreadas y s6lidas representan
a los ejemplares juveniles, machos subadultos y alas hembras
gravidas, respectivamente.
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